Community Envisioning 20-21 January 2017
The images and words that follow answer the question:
What is God’s highest Vision for CSL Tucson?
Crowdfunding
Garden
Bright
Friendship
Light
Connection to earth
Pink
New building, new beginnings
Love
Connection
Hugs
Sunflowers
Community
Farmers market
Sharing
Feeling starts from center, waves of
Love
peace and love
Abundance
Pink and white
Yellow/orange
Radiant sunlight
Fresh anew daily
Ernest Holmes, “One, One, One!”
Solar panels
“Easy like Sunday morning”
Uplifted and bursting
Flowing water like a river
Red
Surface of water reflecting sunlight
Total Transformation
Rain on water
Being in service
Trust, practice, trust, practice
Dirt being transformed
Red (multiple times)
A hand gesturing out
Yellow
Yellow/sunlight
New and brighter energy
Corrugated roof
Growth
Golden blue light
Strength
Tree
Light/love/oneness
Honeycomb with honey
Storm fire
Five shadow figures
Building blocks
Books all over the ground
Hands/arms up from ground
Expansion
Flying through the stars
Green, yellow and blue
Soup kitchen with food trucks
Home
Commitment, flow
Peace
Eye to telescope
Expansion/Curves
Rind of joined hands
Beauty
E books
Hope
Expectancy
Balance
Moon, stars light up the dark
Gathering
Loving committed community
Shining star
Joyful focus
Bright yellow
Golden blue
Joined hands around light
One with Universal presence
Limited view
Service (selfless)
nd
22 street
Honest, clean, good
Joyful congregation
Humble quiet

Pink/blue
Robust, energetic, abundant
Deeper relationships
Unconventional, creative leadership

Share experience with friends
Grow, expand, share
Sunrise, especially the pink
2 to three story building (complete)

We are a Center for Love, a place to express and share love
Lotus blossom, indigo with yellow highlights, healthy and crisp
A square pool of water, shade trees and a courtyard (came as a full image)
Sense of light emanating through the darkness
Be fully identified with Universal Spirit
Shield shape with rows of hands on the shield clapping
X’s – like x marks the spot, sign on the x
Is there anything else for us to know right now?
Move forward in all things, don’t wait
Seek joy and peace above everything else and know that it is all Good
Wisdom; listen for it.
Source in all
Remember love first
Everyone will come forward
Stone sphere with water cascading and a tall metal something, maybe a sculpture
A seed sprouts healthy and strong
No loss, only renewal
Perception is everything; it’s how we see it.
Love heals all.
More honey
It’s ok
Seeing the Center brand new
It’s all mine. I claim my power
I already have what I need
The Universe is conspiring for our good
I am blessed beyond measure
All good is mine
“Don’t worry, be happy”
Source can do all this despite appearances
“Strike up the band”
There is always more
With God/Creator/Source, everything is possible
God fills my life with peaceful abundance
Bang the drum
Sparkly, individual spiral hanging from ceiling (like party decoration)
“Had I a golden thread”
Be selfless
We’re all in it together, all doing our best, all with good intention and desire.

Our Covenant with Each Other and with the Divine
The people of the Center for Spiritual Living in Tucson hereby enthusiastically agree to
congruently show up with integrity as receptive, trusting, creative expressions of Love.
The Divine's Covenant with us:
In return, the Divine/God will provide:
Love
An Abundance of Good
Expansive Growth
Inspiration
Wisdom
Flow
Transformation
Joy
Presence
And even more!
This agreement is entered into for the year 2017.
Facilitated by:
Rev Kathleen Sibley,
Regional Support Coordinator & Senior Minister CSL Prescott

